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ABSTRACT 
Let V be a finite dimensional inner product space over F ( = R or C), and let G be 
a closed subgroup of the group of unitary operators on V. A norm or a seminorm II.11 
on V is said to be G-invariant if 
Ild”)ll=IId forall LEG, XEV. 
The concept of G-invariant norm specializes to many interesting particular cases such 
as the absolute norms on IF”, symmetric gauge functions on R”, unitarily invariant 
norms on F”‘x”, etc., which are of wide research interest. In this paper, we study the 
general properties of G-invariant norms. Our main strategy is to study G-invariant 
norms via the G(c)-radius rccc,(‘) on V defined by 
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where c E V. It is shown that the G(c)-radii are very important G-invariant semi- 
norms because every G-invariant norm or seminorm admits a representation in terms 
of them. As a result, one may focus attention on G(c)-radii in order to get results on 
G-invariant norms. We study the norm properties of G(c)-radii and obtain various 
results relating C-invariant norms and Ccc&radii. The linear operators on V that 
preserve G-invariant norms, G-invariant seminorms. or G(c)-radii are also investi- 
gated. Several open questions are mentioned. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a finite dimensional inner product space over F ( = R or C>, and 
let G be a bounded group of operators on V. A norm [I./I on V is said to bc 
G-incuriunt if 
(1 g(x) I( = IIXII forall gEG, XEV. (I) 
Notice that it is necessary to assume the group G to be bounded; otherwise 
there may exist some x E V whose orbit 
(with respect to G) IS unbounded and thus the condition (I) cannot hold. 
Moreover, since for any (Y E F with Iczj = 1, 
Il”g(r)ll=(lg(x)(l=Il.rl( forall LEG, XEV, 
we may further assume that aG = G. Also observe that (I) is still valid if we 
replace the group G by its closure. So we may assume that G is closed. It is 
known (e.g., see [2]) that every bounded linear group is similar to a unitary 
group with respect to the inner product (. , .) on V. If the given G is not 
unitary and s is a nonsingular operator on V such that 
is a unitary group, we can replace G by G’ = s - ‘Gs and the corresponding 
G-invariant norm (/.(I by the norm /I( . ((I defined by 
III x III = Ilsxll for all x E v. 
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Then 111 . \I( is a G’-invariant norm, and the study of 11. II can be reduced to 
that of (I( . /I), As a result, we may assume that G is a unitary group. In the 
following discussion, all these nice properties on G will be assumed. 
The concept of G-invariant norm specializes to many interesting particu- 
lar cases (as shown in Section 2) that are of wide research interest. The 
purpose of this note is to study the basic properties of G-invariant norms 
under the general framework. In particular, we introduce the concept of 
G(c)-radius in Section 3 and prove some results showing that studying 
G(c)-radii is the key to understanding G-invariant norms. For example, it is 
shown that every G-invariant norm admits a representation in terms of 
G(c)-radii; and one can prove that a certain property holds for all G-invariant 
norms if it holds for all G(c)-radii. In Section 3, we investigate the sul~classes 
6’ of G-invariant norms that satisfy 
whenever 
IIAII < IIBII for all G-invariant norms 11. (I 
IlAll < IIBII for all \I.(( in e. 
Linear operators on V that preserve G-invariant norms or G(c)-radii are 
studied in Section 5. 
In our discussion we also consider G-invariant seminorms, i.e., those 
seminorms 11. II on V that satisfy the condition (1). This concept arises 
naturally in our study because the most important object considered in this 
paper, namely, the G(c)-radius, is a seminorm but may fail to he a norm. 
Also, notice that if [(I . 111 denotes th e norm induced by the inner product 
( ., .) on V, then for any G-invariant seminorm 11. (1 V and 0 < t < 1, the 
flmction NJ.1 defined by W,(s) = t 111 x 111 +(l- l)llsll is a G-invariant norm 
and lim I+OA’,(~)= llxll. Th us many results on the G-invariant seminorms (1.1) 
can be obtained by using limit arguments on the G-invariant norms N,(.). 
For this reason we put most of our effort into studying G-invariant norms. 
We remark that although some of the results obtained in this paper are 
not very difficult to prove, they are worth presenting because they can give 
better insights and provide explanations for various interesting phenomena in 
the special cases. 
2. EXAMPLES OF G-INVARIANT NORMS 
We give several examples of G-invariant norms in this section. One may 
see [5, 9, 10, 131 and their references for the motivations of the study of these 
examples and the interesting results related to them. In the following 
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discussion we shall assume that the inner product (. , . > on [F”’ x’ is defined 
by (X, Y) = tr(Y*X), and the inner product (. , . > on F” is defined by 
(x, y) = y*x unless specified otherwise. 
2.1. Absolute Norm 
Let V be [F”, and G be the collection of all diagonal unitary or diagonal 
orthogonal matrices according as IF = C or F = R. Then G-invariant norms are 
just the absolute norms on IF”, i.e., those norms II.11 on F” satisfy 
for all (x,, . ., x,,)’ E F”. 
2.2. Symmetric Gauge Function 
Let V be R”, and G be the group generated by the group of all 
permutation matrices and the group of all diagonal orthogonal matrices. Then 
G-invariant norms are just the symmetric gauge functions on R”, i.e., those 
norms 11. (I on R” that satisfy 
for any permutation (i,, , i,,) of (1,. , n> and any choices of + or - signs. 
2.3. Uniturily Invariant Norm 
Let V be F”‘x”, and G be the group of operators g of the form 
,g(x) = uxv, where u and v are unitary or orthogonal matrices, of appropriate 
order, according as F = @ or R. Then G-invariant norms reduce to the 
unit&y invariant norms on F”‘x”. 
2.4. Unitary Similarity Znvuriant Norm 
Let V be CVlx” or the real space H,, of all hermitian matrices. Suppose G 
is the group of operators g of the form g(r) = urn*, where u is an n X n 
unitary matrix. Then G-invariant norms reduce to the unitary similurity 
invariant norms. 
2.5. Unitary Congruence Znoariant Norm 
Let V be Px”, S,(F) (the set of all n X n symmetric matrices over F), or 
K,(F) (the set of all n x n skew-symmetric matrices over IF). Suppose G is 
the group of operators g of the form g(x) = uxu’, where u is an n X n 
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unitary or orthogonal matrix according as IF = @ or [w. Then G-invariant 
norms reduce to the unitary congruence inwrinnt norms. 
3. G(c)-RADIUS 
Recall that the orbit of c E V under the group G is the set 
We define the G(c)-radius of z E V by 
Common examples of G(c)-radii include: 
(i) C-spectral norms (1. I( on [F”“” corresponding to the group described 
in Section 2.3 (see [7] and its references). Let {I?,,, E,,,..., E,,,,,} be the 
standard orthonormal basis for iF”’ Xn, and k = min(m,n). For any nonzero 
c =(c l,. . . , c,), let C = Cf= ,ciEi,. Then the C-spectral norm of A E lF”‘x” is 
the value max(ltr(UC*VA)\: U,V are unitary or orthogonal according as IF = C 
or Iw}. 
(ii) C-numerical radius rJ. 1 on @‘I x’1 or H,, corresponding to the group 
described in Section 2.4 (see [3, 4, 6, 81 and their references). Let V = CrtX” 
or H,,, and C E V. The C-numerical radius of A E V is the value 
max{jtr(UCU*A)l : U is unitary). 
(iii) C-congruence numerical radius PC(.) on [Fnx”, S,(E), or K.(5) corre- 
sponding to the group described in Section 2.5 (see [l]). Let V = IFnx”, S,,(F), 
or K.(E). For any C E V, the C-congruence numerical radius r”,(A) of A E V 
is the value max{ltr(UCU’A)I: U is unitary or orthogonal according as 5 = C 
or Iw}. 
It is not hard to check that the G(c)-radius is always a G-invariant 
scminorm. The following theorem tells us when the G(c)-radius is a norm. 
TIIEOKE\I 3.1. L-et c E V. Then rc(,,(.) is a norm if and only if 
span G(c) = V. 
Proof. The seminorm rcccj (.) is a norm if and only if it is positive 
definite, i.e., rGccj( y) = 0 if and only if y = 0. Notice that rc(,)( y) = 0 if and 
only if y E(spanG(c)}l. Thus r,;(,)(. ) is a norm if and only if {span G(c)} 1 
= 0, i.e., span G(c) = V. n 
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In [4] (see also [12, 16]), Goldberg and Straus proved that the C-numeri- 
cal radius on @ ‘lXn is a norm if and only if tr C f 0 and C is not scalar matrix. 
By Theorem 3.1, one sees that this is equivalent to the statement that 
span(UC*U*: U unitary] = @‘lXn if and only if tr C* # 0 and C* is not a 
scalar matrix, or equivalently, tr C # 0 and C is not a scalar matrix. In [16] 
Tam gave an alternative proof of the Goldberg-Straus result based on this 
observation. Using the same idea, Cheng [l] proved that the C-congruence 
numerical radius is a nonn on Cnx” if and only if C is neither symmetric nor 
skew-symmetric. To further illustrate the application of Theorem 3.1, we 
prove 
TEIEOREM 3.2. ,%t C E R”x”. The C-congruence numericul radius FCC. ) 
is a nmn on R”x” if und only zj K = (C - C’)/2 is nonzero and S = 
(C + Cl)/2 is not u x&r matrix and hus nonzero truce. 
Proof. If K = 0, then all matrices in spanG(C) are symmetric and 
hence span G(C) f Rftx”. If S is a scalar matrix, then diag(l, - l,O,. ,O) E 
{span G(C)) i with respect to the usual inner product (., .) on [wrtx” defined 
by (X,Y) = tr(Y’X). If tr S = 0, then I E {span G(C)}l. In both cases, 
span G(C) # R”x’l. Conversely, suppose K # 0, and S is not a scalar matrix 
and has nonzero trace. Let U bo an n X n orthogonal matrix such that 
USU’ = diag(s,,. .., s,,), and let P,, 1 < i < 2”, he all the diagonal orthogonal 
matrices. Then diag(s,, , s,,) = CC:, , Z’,USU’P,‘)/k E span G(C), where 
k = 2”. It follows that S, = diag(s,(,,, , s,(,,)) E span G(C) for any permu- 
tation (a(l), , a(n)) of (1,. . , n>. N ow suppose D = diag(d ,, , d,,) E {S, : 
u is a permutation) l, Then Cl’= ,discr(ij = (D, S), = 0 for any permutation 
u. Since not all si are equal and Cl’= ,s, f 0, we have D = 0. Thus spanIS, : (T 
is a permutation} contains all diagonal matrices. Let {E,,, E,,, , E,,,l) bc the 
standard orthonormal basis of IWnXn. Then for l,<i<j<n, we have Eii- 
E,ij E span{S, : CT is a permutation} c span G(C). Since E,, - E.,, is orthogo- 
nally similar to Eij + Eii, G(C) contains all matrices of the form E,, + E.ji. 
Since span G(C) .also contains all diagonal matrices, we have S,,(R) C 
span G(C). As a result, K E span G(C). Notice that K is orthogonally similar 
to the matrices 
K!=[ ‘:, :;]@[ -Ok, ib,]@ . ..) 
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where k, > k, > . . . are the singular values of K (e.g., see [5]). Since K f 0, 
we have k, > 0 and hence E,, - E,, =(2k,)-‘(K’+ K”)E spanG(C). It 
follows that span G(C) contains all matrices of the form Eij - E,i,, 1 < i < j 
< n, and hence K,(R) c span G(C). Thus span G(C) = RnX”. n 
By Theorem 3.1 we see that a G(c)-radius may or may not be a norm. It 
is known that all the C-spectral norms [see (i)] are unitarily invariant norms 
on [F I” x’ if C # 0. At the other extreme, it may happen that all the G(c)-radii 
are not norms. An obvious example is when dimV > 2 and G = {Lye : cr E IF, 
1aI = l), where e is the identity map on V. Notice that the group G here is 
the smallest possible in the sense that if G’ is any group of operators on V 
that is closed, is unitary, and satisfies aG’= G’ for all (Y E [F with ]a( = 1, 
then G c G’. Other examples with a “larger” G are not difficult to construct. 
Even though situations like that in the above example may happen, we 
still insist that G(c) radii are the important objects to study in order to 
understand G-invariant norms or G-invariant seminorms because of the 
following representation theorem. 
TIIEOKELI 3.3. Let 11. I( be a G-incnriunt seminorrn on V. Then there 
exists u sulmet S c V (depending on 11.11) such thut 
(IxJI = n~ax{rc;(c)( x) : c E S}. 
Proof. Let B = {x E V: ]]x]] < 1). Th en B is a convex set. Suppose 
B = V. Then IIn-I] = 0 for all x E V, and we may let S be (0). Suppose B z V. 
Let dB denote the set of boundary points of B. Notice that 8B #0 and 
0 @ dB. For any y E dB, by the separation theorem (e.g. see 115, p. 7011, there 
exists c,, E V such that 
1= (Y>C,,> 2 IKr,c,,>l for all xeB. (2) 
Let S be the (necessarily nonempty) collection of all such c,,. Suppose we 
define G(U) = {g(u): g E G, u E U} for any subset U of V. Then it is clear 
that G(B) = B and G(S) = S. From (2), it follows that 
1 = max( rccc)( y ) : c E S} 
for any y E JB. Now suppose x E V. If l]x]] # 0, then x/ J(x]l E dB and thus 
11x11 = Ilrll.1 = Ilxllmx(r,~,,(x/ Ilxll):c E SI = madr,c,,(x):c ES]. If llxll = 
0, then ]]~x]l = 0 and hence Mx E B for all M > 0. In view of (2>, for 
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all c E S and M > 0, we have 12 ((Mr,c)l = Ml(x, c>l, or equivalently, 
(r, c) = 0. Since G(S) = S, this implies TV; (x) = 0 for all c E S. As a result, 
we have 0 = max{r,(,)(x): c E S) if [lx/l = 0. n 
We have several remarks concerning the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
(I) We have actually shown that if 11. I( is a G-invariant seminorm and if 
W=(xEV:llxll=0}, 
then S c W I. Notice that W is an G-invariant subspace, i.e., G(W) = W. 
Since G is unitary, W 1 is also a G-invariant subspace. Moreover, for any 
x = wi + wa with w, E W and wp E WI, we have IIx(( = IIwa((. 
(II) Let S be the set constructed in the proof. Then S can be replaced by 
co S or replaced by the set G of extreme points of co S, here “co” means “the 
convex hull of.” Furthermore, notice that g(G) = 6 for all g E G, and G 
induces naturally an action on 6’. Let S’ be a set of representatives of 8 
under the group action of G. Then the set S can even be replaced by S’. In 
particular, if S’ is a singleton (c}, then )(.I1 is just the G(c)-radius. Also notice 
that if )I. 11 is a norm, then co S will be the unit ball of V with respect to the 
dual norm of (1. (I. 
The particular cases of Theorem 3.3 when the G(c)-radius is the C-spec- 
tral norm or the C-numerical radius were observed and used by Mathias (see 
[13, Chapter 3; 141). 
The following two results further illustrate that one can study G-invariant 
norms and G-orbits in terms of G(c)-radii. 
THEOREM 3.4. L.et x, y E V. The following are equivalent: 
(a) J/XII < Jlyll for all G-incuriant seminorms (1. I). 
(b) J(xIJ < II yll for aZE G-invariant nomns ().II. 
Cc> rcc,.x) < rcc,)( y> for all c E V. 
(d) G(x)ccoG(y). 
Proof. (a) 3 (b): Clear. 
(b) * (c): Suppose (b) holds. Let (I( * 111 denote the norm on V induced by 
the inner product ( ., . ). For any 0 < t < 1, N,(. > defined by 
N,(z) = t III= Ill +(I- +k(&) 
is a G-invariant norm on V. Thus N,(x) < Nr( y> for all 0 < t < 1, and hence 
TG(JX) < r&J y). 
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(c) = (d): Suppose G(x) c co G(y). Then there exists z E G(x) \ co G(y). 
By the separation theorem (e.g., see [I5]), there exists c E V such that 
I(~_,C>l> I(u,c>l forall u~coG(y). 
Thus 
(d) =j (a): Suppose (d) holds. Th en x is a convex combination of the 
elements in G(y), say, x = Cf= ,hi yi, where Ai are the convex coefficients of 
y, E G(y). Then for any G-invariant seminorm II.l/, 
11x11 = 
0 II 
~ Aiyi ~ ~ Aillyill = IIYII’ 
i=l i=l 
n 
TIIEOREM 3.5. Let x, y E V. The following are equicalent: 
(a) G(x) = G(y). 
(b) rC-,)(x) = rcCC)(y) for all c E V. 
Cc> r,(,)(x) = rccc)( y) for c = x and y. 
Proof. If (a) holds, then COG(X) = COG(~). By the equivalence of 
conditions (c) and (d) of Theorem 3.4, we get condition (b). If(b) holds, then 
clearly (c) holds. Suppose (c) holds. If 11). 111 is the norm induced by the 
inner product ( ., .> on V, then by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 111 y ]I] ’ = 
(Y>Y> = am = T-~(~)(X) < Ill y Ill Ill x Ill, and Ill x Ill ’ = (x,x> = rG~~~(x) = 
rccx,(y) G Ill r III III y III. Thus Ill x Ill = Ill y Ill, and there exist g E G such that 
(y,y> = Tqy)(x)= I(g(y),x)l. It f 11 o ows that x = ag(y) for some (Y with 
]cr] = 1. Since ag E G, we have x E G(y) and hence G(x) = G(y). W 
Particular cases of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 were proved in [l, 81. 
4. ESSENTIAL SUBCLASSES 
It is well known (e.g., see [5]) that X, Y E ff r”Xn satisfy ]lXll < ]]Y]] for all 
unitarily invariant norms 11. (( whenever 
IIXllk G IlNlk forall k=l,..., min{m,n}, 
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where )(-(/k is the Ky Fan k-norm defined by llZl/k equal to the sum of the k 
largest singular values of 2. Actually, 11. ((k can also be regarded as the 
C-spectral norm for C = E,, + . . . + E,,; here we assume {E,,, E,,, . ., E,,,,} 
to be the standard orthonormal basis of Px”. In [8], we proved that X, Y E V 
( = @,X” or H,,) satisfy IlXll < IIYII f or all unitary similarity invariant norms 
11. I( whenever 
‘c(X) G r&Y) for all C E V that satisfy tr C # 0 and C # ~1 for all /_L. 
Following the terminology in [B], we say that a subclass B of G-invariant 
norms (seminorms) is an essential suhcZass if for any x, y E V, 
llxll G llyll for all G-invariant norms (seminorms) 11. II
whenever 
IIXII =s llyll for all 11. I( in 6. 
By Theorem 3.4, we see that the collection of G(c)-radii is always an 
essential subclass of G-invariant seminorms. Since every G-invariant semi- 
norm can be approached by G-invariant norms as shown in Section 1, if d is 
an essential subclass of G-invariant norms, it will clearly be an essential 
subclass of G-invariant seminorms. This makes the study of essential sub- 
classes of G-invariant norms more interesting. Of course, the collection of all 
G-invariant norms is trivially an essential subclass, but one would certainly 
want to have a smaller (and hopefully finite) essential subclass. In this 
section we study the following problems. 
(I) When could we have an essential subclass of G-invariant norms 
consisting of G(c)-radii? 
(II) When could we have a finite essential subclass of G-invariant 
norms? 
(III) When could we have a finite essential subclass of G-invariant 
norms consisting of G(c)-radii? 
First let us consider question (I). Cl early, if all G(c)-radii are not norms, 
as in a previous example, then there is no hope of having an essential 
subclass consisting of G(c)-radii. It is interesting to note that except this 
extreme case, there is always an essential subclass consisting of G(c)-radii 
only. 
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TIIEOKEM 4.1. The following conditions ure eyuicalent: 
(a) There is un essential s&lass of G-inz;ariant norms consisting of 
G(c )-radii. 
(II) There is a G(c)-radius which is a norm. 
(c> The set D = (c E V: rCcr,)(.) is a norm} is dense in V. 
Proof. (a) =b (1)): Clear. 
(b) 3 (c): Suppose g,;(,,( .) is a norm. Then by Theorem 3.1, span G(C) = V 
and hence there exist g,, . . , g, E G such that {g,(c), . , AL) is a basis of 
V. For any d E V, the set 
is a basis of V for all but finitely many t E [O. 11. Hence d is a limit point of 
D. Since d is arbitrary, the result follows. 
(c>*(a): Let 8 be the collection of all the G(c)-radii that are norms. 
Suppose ((x(( ,< \(y(\ for all \(,(I in 8. By condition (c), r(;(,.)(x) < rC;CC,(y) for all 
c E V. By Theorem 3.4, llxll =Z ljyll f or all G-invariant norms 11.11. n 
Next we turn to problem (II). We have a necessary condition for the 
existence of a finite essential subclass. Its proof depends on the following 
observation, which is a consequence of Theorem 3.4. 
OBSERVATION 4.2. Let e = {N,( .>: i E I) be a sulxlass of G-incariant 
norm, and let Bi be the unit ball of V with respect to the norm iAJj( ‘1, i E 1. 
Then 8 is an essential subclass $ and only zyfor all x E V 
COG(~) = n N,(~)B, 
is1 
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, for x E V, 
coG( x) = { y: llyll < Ilx(( for all G-invariant norms II*II>. 
Thus d is an essential subclass if and only if 
n 
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TI~EOREM 4.3. If there is a finite essential subclass, then spanG(c) = V 
for all norzero c E V. 
Proof. Suppose d = {N,(.), . . , NkC.1) 1s a finite essential subclass. If 
c E V is nonzero and satisfies span G(c) f V, then COG(C) has empty ink- 
rior. But by Observation 4.2, 
COG(C) = ;I N,(c)B, 
i=l 
and 0 is an interior point of n f= ,Ni(c)Bj, which is a contradiction. n 
The idea of the above proof was used in [8]. The following example shows 
that the converse of Theorem 4.3 may not hold. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let V = R’, and let G be the group whose elements have 
matrix representations 
(ii 3 (-:’ 3 (-(: -:I tll 3 
Then clearly span G((x, ~1’) = R” f or any nonzero (x, y)” E R2. We show that 
there is no finite essential subclass of the G-invariant norms, as follows. If 
8={N,(.),..., N,(e)} is an essential subclass, then by Observation 4.2, 
CoG((‘,!/)‘)= hNi(x,y)Bi, 
i=l 
where Bi is the unit ball of R” with respect to Nice>. Notice that CO G(x, y) is 
a square on R” with vertices (x, y)“,(y, - xlt,(- X, - y)“,(- y. ~1~. Clearly, 
it is impossible to have finitely many convex sets B,, . . . , B, such that every 
square coG((x, y)‘) is represented as the intersection of d,B, for some 
di > 0. 
For problem (II), we have a sufficient condition for the existence of a 
finite essential subclass as follows. 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose there exists c,, . . . , ck E V such that rc.J* ) are 
normsforalli=1,...,k, and every G(c)-radius is a nonnegative combination 
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of these rCCC,)(.), i.e., f or every c E V, there exist nonnegative numbers 
A 1,. ,A, such that 
k 
rG;ccj(x) = C Airccc,)(x) for all x E V. 
i=l 
Then B = {rcCC,,(*): 1 < i < k) is an essential subclass. 
Proof. Suppose c i, . , ck satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. If 
jlxl\ < Ily(j for all (1.1) in 6, then r,.,,(x)< rcCC$y) for all X E V. Thus by 
Theorem 3.4, l\xll < I( y(I for all G-invariant norms 11. (1. n 
Notice that the collection of Ky Fan k-norms satisfies the condition of 
Theorem 4.5 and forms a finite essential subclass of unitarily invariant norms 
on IF”‘~“. Also it is not hard to check that the collection of Ky Fan k-norms is 
an essential subclass of unitary congruence invariant norms on S,(c), K”(C), 
and K “([w). 
It seems that the sufficient condition in Theorem 4.5 is too strong to be 
necessary. However, we are not able to find an example showing that the 
converse does not hold. Furthermore, by Theorem 4.3, if there is a finite 
essential subclass, then all G(c)-radii with C # 0 are norms, and all the 
known examples of finite essential subclasses are G(c)-radii. We would like 
to pose the following problem. 
(IV) If there is a finite essential subclass for G-invariant norms, then is 
there a finite essential subclass consisting of G(c)-radii? 
5. ISOMETRIES 
The study of isometries with respect to unitarily invariant norms on IF”‘x”, 
or unitary similarity invariant norms on Cnx” or H,, have attracted the 
attention of many authors (see [lo, 11] and their references). We consider 
linear operators on V preserving G-invariant norms or G-invariant semi- 
norms in this section. In view of Theorem 3.3, studying the linear operators 
that preserve G(c)-radius could be a good starting point. In fact, the proofs 
of the general results in [lo] and [ll] b a ou unitarily invariant norms on IF “‘x n t 
and unitary similarity invariant norms on H, are based on some earlier 
results concerning their corresponding G(c)-radius. We have the following 
result concerning linear operators preserving G( c&radius. 
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THEOREM 5.1. For any c E V, a linear operator T on V preserves the 
G(c)-radius, i.e., 
rCc,,(T(x)) = rcccj(x) for all x E v, 
if and only if its dual transformation T* satisfies 
T*(G(c)) = G(c). 
Proof. A linear operator T on V satisfies 
if and only if 
= max[I(r, y)(: y E T*(coG(c))) 
for all x E V. Thus co G(c) = T*(co G(c)). Notice that G(c) is a subset of the 
set 9 = (X E V: (x, r ) = (c, c)}, which is the boundary of a strictly convex 
set. Thus G(c) is the set of extreme points of co G(c). Hence T*(G(c)) = 
G(c). n 
Particular cases of Theorem 5.1 were proved in [6, 71. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let T be a linear operator on V. The following are 
equivalent: 
(a) T preserves all G-invariant seminorms. 
(b) T preserves all G-invariant norms. 
(c) T preserves all G(c)-radii. 
(d) T preserves all G(c). 
Proof. The equivalence of (a),(b),(c) follows from Theorem 3.4. Sup- 
pose T preserves all G(c)-radii and hence all G-invariant norms. In particu- 
lar, it preserves the norm 111 * (1) induced by the inner product (., .> on V. 
Thus T is unitary on V, and clearly T* satisfies the same condition. By 
Theorem 5.1, T preserves all G(c). 
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Conversely, if T preserves all G(c), then by Theorem 5.1, T* preserves 
all G(c)-radii. Thus T* preserves all G-invariant norms. In particular, T* 
preserves the norm 111. 111 induced by the inner product ( *, . > on V. Thus T* 
is unitary. Hence T also preserves all the G-invariant norms. n 
For a given G-invariant norm 11. (I, let G,,.,, denote its isometry group. 
One may want to study the whole group G,, ,, instead of studying individual 
members in it. In fact, by the definition of G-invariant norm, we have 
G c Cl,.,,. Moreover, if 111 . 111 is the norm induced by the inner product (. , . > 
of V, then G ,,, ,,, is just the unitary group on V. Let G’= n(G ,,.,,: 11.1) is a 
G-invariant norm). Then G C G’ c G ,,, ,,, The inclusions are strict in general. 
For example, consider unitarily invariant norms on C” xn (see Section 2.3). 
Then G is the collection of all linear operators L on C” x” defined by 
L(A) = UAV, where U,V are unitary matrices; and G’ is generated by G 
together with the transposition operator T, i.e., T(A) = A’. Clearly, G # G’ 
and G’ f G ,,, ,,, It would be interesting to study the following problems: 
(I) What is the condition on G so that G = G’? 
(II) What is the condition on G so that G’ = G ,,, ,,,? 
(III) What is the condition on G so that there exists a G-invariant norm 
11.11 with G = G ,,.,,? If such G-invariant norms exist, what are their characteri- 
zations? 
Although we always assume that G c G ,,, ,,, , the group G ,,_,, is in general 
larger than G and hence may not be contained in G ,,, ,,, . This gives rise to 
another problem, namely, 
(IV) What is the condition on G so that G ,,.,, c G ,,, ,,, for all G-invariant 
norm 11. II? 
We have the answer to problem (IV) as follows. 
TIIEOREM 5.3. The group G is irreducible ifuand only if G,,. ,, c G ,,, ,,, for 
all G-incariant norms I(. II. 
Proof. Suppose G is irreducible. Then span G is the vector space of all 
linear operators on V. Let 11. (1 be a G-invariant norm. Since G,,.,, is a 
bounded group, there exists a nonsingular operator s such that sG,, ,,s - ’ C 
G ,,, ,,, i.e., sgs -’ is unitary for every g E G,,.,,. In particular (sgs-‘>*(sgs-‘I 
is the identity operator on V for all g E G. Thus s*sg = gs*s for all g E G. 
Since G is irreducible, s*s must be a scalar multiple of the identity, and 
hence s is a scalar multiple of a unitary operator on V. As a result, G,,. ,, is a 
unitary group. 
Conversely, suppose G is reducible, i.e, V = V,@V, where Vi # 0 and 
G(V,) c Vi for i = 1,2. Let s be the operator on V defined by s(~i + u,) = 
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v,+2v, for any vlE V,, v2 E V,. Consider the G-invariant norm I(* 11 
defined by I(x(I = (sx, sr)“‘. One can easily check that s-‘G ,,, ,,, s CG ,,_,,. 
However, since s is not a scalar multiple of a unitary operator, we have 
s-%s c G III’ III. Hence GII.ll c GIlI. Ill’ n 
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